
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Press Info 

 
 

New At The imm Cologne 2015:  

Axel Veit Presents His New Furniture Collections In The Pure Village 

The Marlon Collection Wins The Interior Innovation Award 2015 

 

Axel Veit‘s furniture collections play with familiar style elements reinterpreting them into 

state-of-the-art singular design pieces. This is what modernism is all about: To draw 

inspiration from the existing and to create with it something new and exciting. Sometimes 

the result is an evolution; sometimes it can be more radical.  

 
Marlon and AX are the two new collections to be presented at the imm in Cologne 2015 for 

the first time.  

 

The Marlon Lounge Chair has a dynamic and modern appearance with a hint of midcentury 

design. Its main feature is its wide and inviting back rest; on the generous seat it allows for 

many comfortable seating positions; no matter if you sit on it straight or turn sideways to 

your conversation partner. Also ones arms find a naturally relaxed space on the back rest. It 

becomes even more relaxing when resting your legs on the Marlon Ottoman! The Marlon 

Side Table and the Marlon Coffee Tables neatly complement the set. The Marlon Collection 

is hand crafted in Germany. Design Marlon: Alexander Rehn. 

 

Winner of the Interior Innovation Award 2015 

The Marlon Lounge Chair with Ottoman and Side Table have received the Interior Innovation 

Award 2015 from the German Design Council. Marlon will also be presented at the special 

exhibition space for the winners of this award at the imm Cologne between the halls 2 and 3. 

 

The AX Chair and AX Table are designs by Axel Veit himself. Style elements of the glorious 

Fifties are obvious but they are being newly interpreted to give the chairs and the table a 

new and distinctive character. Perfect ergonomic proportions, the soft but firm upholstery, 

and the springy back rest give the chairs a remarkable comfort for dining and relaxed 

conversations. The metal frame especially of the table is showing changing visual effects 

depending on the view angle. The Black MDF table top is adding to the distinctiveness of 

the design. 
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About Axel Veit 
 

 
Axel Veit is AXEL VEIT 

 

For over 20 years the design, production and distribution of high end furniture is his great 

passion. 

 

At the renowned German furniture brands Classicon and Garpa he was in charge of product 

development, marketing and sales as executive vice president. He started his self-

employment about 10 years ago with the exclusive distribution of such high end American 

brands as William Haines Designs, Dunbar and Sutherland. In former positions he was 

head of marketing communications with Hewlett-Packard and Porsche cars in Stuttgart. 

 

The idea of developing his own collection has been ripening in him for quite some years 

already. The crucial boost came with the meeting of the young designer Alexander Rehn at 

the SaloneSatellite in 2013, where he exhibited for the first time. 

 

Today in 2015, he is very happy to present the collections Marlon, designed by Alexander 

Rehn, and AX at the imm furniture show in Cologne for the first time.  

 

Press Contact for further information and image material: 

Axel Veit 

Phone: +49-30-3988 6476 

Email: av@axelveit.com 

 

AXEL VEIT booth at the imm Cologne:   Showroom Berlin: 

Hall 2.2 Pure Village, Booth N-017  Holsteiner Ufer 32, 10557 Berlin-Tiergarten 

January 19-25, 2015    Open by appointment only 
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